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ENTERPRISE LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Think of us as an extension of your Learning and Development team.

OUTSOURCE YOUR EXTERNAL TRAINING
FUNCTION

LEARNSPECTRUM IS A PROVEN ONE-STOP-SHOP
FOR ALL OF YOUR EXTERNAL TRAINING NEEDS

LearnSpectrum offers a comprehensive supplement to your HR or L&D
team by providing external learning coordination and services for your
entire organization. We work with your corporate culture and support
your external learning needs.

WHAT IS ENTERPRISE LEARNING AND
DEVELOPMENT?
OUTSOURCED LEARNING EXPERTISE
LearnSpectrum has deep knowledge of the training industry and the
providers administering courses. Allow us to put this expertise to work
for you as your needs arise. Identifying the best courses that meets
your needs is our core competency and we look forward to serving
you. There are no upfront costs; in fact, your only expense will be for
the courses themselves, which will include Learn Spectrum’s volume
discount rates.
TRAINING ADMINISTRATION AND ENROLLMENT SERVICES
We manage every aspect of the training process so your L&D team,
program managers and HR professionals can accomplish the rest of
their daily duties. We provide the best course options to meet the
learning needs and procurement requirements, while your employees
and managers select their preferred options. LearnSpectrum enrolls
the employee in the class and bills your company at our enterprise rate
without any hidden fees or subscriptions services.
VENDOR MANAGEMENT
Does your L&D organization manage over 400 vendor relationships?
We do. LearnSpectrum can be your ONE resource to thousands of
courses.
REPORTING AND METRICS
Enterprise L&D customers can integrate external training data and
expenses for their employees into their HRMS, LMS and Financial and
Accounting systems, creating opportunities for better forecasting and
trend analysis.

Imagine you could provide your entire organization with
immediate access to the best training options available to
develop the necessary skills without adding expenses to the
bottom line. With LearnSpectrum, you can.

CUSTOMIZED LEARNING PORTAL AND TRAINING APPROVAL
WORKFLOW
Every LearnSpectrum Enterprise customer has the option to utilize a
customized web portal that employees use to request training.
LearnSpectrum will build a customized approval workflow for your
organization to ensure that the appropriate manager(s) authorize
training before it is booked for an employee. The training approval
workflow is a standard feature in the portal. Your employees can
request the training they need 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.

One point of contact for all of your organization's external training needs.

HOW IT WORKS

A MOUNTAIN OF VALUE
What determines value? We quantify it by the combined associated costs invested within each students
request. The actual tuition savings we provide to your enterprise and the time we save your team with our
knowledge.

LET'S WORK TOGETHER
We support individuals, teams and the whole enterprise. Contact us to see how we can help you.
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